**RANA TEMPORARIA (Common Frog): OCCURRENCE IN GROUND WATER SPRINGS.** In recent years I have been investigating ground water springs in Surrey and Hampshire, primarily for invertebrates, but have also regularly encountered Common Frogs, *Rana temporaria*.

The Chalk and Upper Greensand escarpments in north Hampshire have springs which range from seasonal seepages to permanent streams emerging from fissures in the underlying rock. All the springs investigated (over 30 to date) were surrounded by woodland. Searching at the point where the water emerged from the ground invariably produced at least one frog, regardless of the time of year. In March 2000 most of the frogs encountered were subadults at least a year old (in their second winter). The frogs were usually submerged with their heads pointing into the flow, so that water ran over the whole body. Many were completely underground, and up to 7 individuals were found in some springs, but 1 or 2 was more typical.

Adults and juvenile frogs were found in larger springs such as those in the deep hanger valley at Ashford Chace (GRSU 7326); here the frogs breed in the spring-fed stream and are amongst the earliest spawners in the district (early February being typical). Spawning at this site is usually completed a full fortnight before neighbouring surface ponds despite the valley being out of reach of the sun’s rays in early spring.

The exceptionally wet conditions in 2000 meant that many new springs poured forth, and the usual springheads were often supplemented by seepages 2 or 3 m up slope. In December 2000 I checked 8 of these ‘new’ springs in Lower Greensand strata at Hammer Bottom on the Surrey/Hampshire border (GRSU 8732). All had at least one small frog in residence, which looked like they were wintering for the first time.

In Cumbria I regularly found adult frogs (in both summer and winter) in spring-fed troughs sunk into the ground for watering livestock. In the colder months they were hidden away in silt. It would be interesting to know if *R. temporaria* feeds on gammarids, in which case the springhead provides everything these frogs could want for, except a breeding site!
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